
Basic ABA Concepts 

This handout provides you with an overview of some of the main concepts and 

terminology found in the field of applied behavior analysis. 
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  POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT – Occurs when a behavior is 

followed by a stimulus that increases the frequency of the 

behavior happening in the future (the consequence of the 

behavior makes the behavior happen more in the future) 

NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT - Occurs when a behavior is 

followed by removal of a stimulus that increases the 

frequency of the behavior happening in the future (taking 

away something makes the behavior happen more in the 

future) 

POSITIVE PUNISHMENT – A behavior is followed by a 

stimulus that decreases the frequency of the behavior 

happening in the future (adding something after a behavior 

makes it less likely to happen) 

NEGATIVE PUNISHMENT – A behavior is followed by 

removal of a stimulus that decreases the frequency of the 

behavior happening in the future (taking something away 

makes it less likely that a behavior will happen again) 

ANTECEDENTS – what happens or exists right before the 

behavior of interest 

BEHAVIOR – any activity of living organisms; human 

behavior includes everything that people do 

CONSEQUENCES – what happens or exists right after the 

behavior of interest 

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT – this typically refers to common, 

everyday settings, activities and routines. (ex: meal time, 

morning routine, play time, etc.) 

DISCRETE TRIALS – Any operant whose response rate is 

controlled by a given opportunity to emit the response 

CHAINING – teaching someone to engage in a series of 

behaviors that are connected due to each behavior being a 

discriminate stimulus for the next behavior (except for the 

last behavior) and serving as reinforcement for the previous 

behavior 

EXTINCTION – The discontinuing of 

reinforcement that previously served as the 

reinforcement for a specific behavior. (No 

longer providing the consequence that was 

previously maintaining the behavior) 

PROMPTS – An extra stimulus that is 

presented before a targeted skill or behavior 

that helps the person get the correct response. 

STIMULUS – Something that affects an 

organism through its senses 

MOTIVATING OPERATION (MO) – A variable in 

the environment that changes the 

effectiveness of a stimulus as a reinforcer or 

punisher and that changes the frequency of all 

behavior that has been reinforced or punished 

by that stimulus 

SATIATION – When a behavior occurs less 

often due to a person having excessive access 

to the reinforcement that has maintained that 

behavior (ex: playing video games for a long 

time may make it less likely that video games 

would work as a reward for doing homework) 

DEPRIVATION – When a behavior occurs more 

often due to a person not having much access 

to a reinforcer therefore, they are then more 

motivated to display a certain behavior to 

obtain that reinforcer 

GENERALIZATION – Being able to display a skill 

in a new setting, with new stimuli, with new 

people, and/or in new ways in addition to the 

original context in which the skill was taught 

MAINTENANCE – Being able to display the skill 

or behavior after intervention has ended. 

SHAPING – reinforcing successive 

approximations to an end goal 


